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Table that.

In the course of an average day, people table all kinds of 

things: A coffee cup, a laptop, a birthday cake waiting to be 

frosted…maybe even your elbows (just don’t let mom see!).

In their most basic form, tables are little more than horizontal 

surfaces supported by legs, yet they’re capable of so much. 

Tables create a space for sketching out big ideas, serving up 

big pizzas, and sharing big stories and dreams. Most of all, 

they inspire us to gather around them and do something—

learn, relax, celebrate, play or work. 

Our tables are super supportive, whether you’re 
busy working, learning, or playing (in fact, we 
think it’s best when you’re doing all three at once!).
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Tables fill our lives, and we, in turn, fill those tables—

with our ideas, our technology, our sweets and caffeine, 

and our hard work. That’s why we love tables at izzy+,  

and why we put so much thought into designing them.  

The broad collection of tables available across the izzy+  

family of brands are adaptable, scalable, durable,  

customizable, sharable, and able to meet your needs, 

whatever they might be. 

No matter what you’re about to put 
on them—from a row of dominoes to 
a stack of pancakes—tables support 
people being Better Together.  
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From our scalable and colorful Bola for 
Children tables (left) to our adult-sized Saturn 
tables (above), izzy+ supports learning as a 
lifelong pursuit, for all ages. 

Fixtures Furniture Dewey Fixtures Furniture Dewey 6-Top Fixtures Furniture Roam Fixtures Furniture Bola
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Just think of all the different tables you’ve learned 

on in your lifetime. There’s the kitchen table that 

supported the math homework of your youth, the 

library table in college where you may have done 

more flirting than reading, and the conference table 

at your first job, where you learned by jumping in, 

with both feet.

Learning can happen anywhere, at any time—it’s not 

limited to classrooms. That’s why we make tables 

that are collaborative, adaptable, and durable. Move 

them around, push them together, raise them to 

standing height, or power them up. When you’re 

ready to learn, they’re ready to support you.

Flexibility is key in today’s classrooms, 
where technology and collaboration keep 
students on the move. Tables like Dewey 
(left) and Jack (below) are always ready 
for what’s next.

Get learning.

Fixtures Furniture Syllabus Fixtures Furniture Saturn
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Play, by nature, is spontaneous. So are tables. They 

have to be—they never know what someone might 

set on them. A table can be the sorting ground for a 

3,000-piece puzzle, or the battleground for a serious 

chess match. And who says you need a special table 

for ping-pong? (We like the extra challenge  

of playing on a Dewey 6-Top.)

We think play is important—it brings people  

together, reduces stress, and sparks creativity.  

That’s why we make tables that like to have fun and 

play nicely together. Combine several in whatever 

configuration you need, add some playful izzy+ 

flavors colors, and don’t worry about being extra 

gentle—our tables hold up and clean up.

Get playing.

Fixtures Furniture Dewey Fixtures Furniture Saturn Harter Shapes Fixtures Furniture 

Pick-a-top, Pick-a-base

Fixtures Furniture 

Designer Stack

Dewey
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Fixtures Furniture 

Pick-a-top, Pick-a-base

Fixtures Furniture 

Pick-a-top, Pick-a-base

Fun comes in all shapes and 
sizes, just like Shapes tables by 
Harter (left).

Fixtures Furniture 

Dewey
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Life calls for lots of celebrating. Whether it’s a big  

(or little) anniversary, a Saturday morning soccer 

victory, or the completion of a big project at work, 

celebrating the good things in life is a good thing  

to do. All it takes is a table to gather around and 

something to put on it—a bottle of champagne,  

or a box overflowing with bakery-fresh donuts.

At izzy+, what we love most about celebrations is 

the coming together of people—the expressions  

on their faces and the way they’re bound together 

by whatever it is they’re celebrating. Being able  

to design and make tables that can be at the heart 

of those moments—whether in the café, lounge,  

or conference room—is an honor.

Get celebrating.

Fixtures Furniture Pick-a-top, Pick-a-base Harter Shapes
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Who says conference tables are just for 
conferences, or that sushi isn’t a fine reason 
to call a meeting? These tables (Saturn 
rectangle combo, left, and Shapes, below) 
call for celebration.

Get celebrating.

Harter Layla Fixtures Furniture Pick-a-top, Pick-a-base Harter Shapes
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Grab your technology of choice, your best  

collaborators, and a table, and you’re ready to work 

(just don’t forget the coffee!). Where and how we 

work keeps changing, but a good worksurface  

has been at the heart of productivity for hundreds  

of years.

Today, work is less tethered to the office than ever, 

so our tables make the most of your mobility.  

Spec them with wheels and power, use them  

to create dynamic 3rd space work hubs, or raise 

them to standing height when sitting gets old.  

And when a more traditional office or conference 

room is what you need, our tables scale up to fit  

the bill with style and grace.

Get working.

Comfort is key when you’re hard at work. 
We pay close attention to human-centered 
details (like edges) to make tables worthy 
of our ergonomic seating. 

Fixtures Furniture Saturn izzy Rylee izzy Audrey izzy Clara
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Get working.

Some work is best done solo, maybe  
at an Audrey table with modesty panels 
(above left). Other work calls for inspired 
collaboration—a Shapes table in an  
invigorating hue (above) is ready  
and waiting.

izzy Rylee izzy Clara
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Harter Work Table Harter Penny Harter Penny Harter Truman izzy Nemo Bar
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It’s important to take time to relax after all the 

learning, playing, celebrating, and working of life. 

Put a cup of tea or glass of wine on the table, add 

your favorite magazine—and maybe even your 

feet—and let the relaxation commence.  

Whether you’re pulling a chair up to an izzy+ table  

in the break room, or you’re pulling a side table  

up to a sofa in the lounge, our tables are ready  

to support relaxing moments in the day. 

Sometimes when you’re ready to relax,  
there’s still work to do. Just grab a Penny 
laptop table and put it in your favorite  
setting for the best of both worlds. 

Get relaxing.

Harter Forum Fixtures Furniture 

Designer Stack

izzy Clara Harter Shapes
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Colors and materials are powerful forces in spaces. 

They set the tone (relaxing?), evoke moods  

(playful?), and inspire the people who work  

and learn around our tables. 

That’s why we took the creation of our new  

colors and materials program, izzy+ flavors, so  

seriously. From fresh, energetic Evolving colors  

to foundational Classic and Core offerings that are 

ready to be combined and layered in exciting ways, 

our family of tables is always dressed to impress.

Get izzy+ flavors.

When we created izzy+ flavors, 
we said no to navy and  
burgundy, and yes to colors  
that are fresh, confident,  
inspiring, and consistent  
across all of our brands. 
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Get izzy+ flavors.

Sometimes unique spaces call for unique solutions.  

Are you looking for a table that’s an unusual shape  

or size, or with a special material or finish? We’re  

ready and able to handle any modifications or  

custom work you have in mind for our tables.

Whether we’re working, learning, or playing, people are 

more mobile than ever, thanks to our mobile technology. 

But without power, all that flexibility can be lost. Many  

of our tables feature options that help make power  

convenient and accessible, so you won’t be tethered  

to your desk all day. 

Get custom.

Get power.

Today’s thinkers, learners, and doers 
need to be able to plug in and power 
up, whether they’re in a classroom or 
a conference room. 
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